
 

Movement

A07 ETA 2824-2 STD

Swiss  Made  Automatic  movement.

Quantième date,  hours,  minutes and

sweep  second  in  the  center  display.

Ball  bearing  selfwinding  system  and

corrector  stop  second  device

regulator  system  ETACHRON  with

regulator corrector.

Technical Specifications

Case : Stainless Steel PVD

Dial : Black

Bracelet : Black and Red NATO strap

Glass : Sapphire Crystal 

Water Resistance : 10 ATM, 100m,

330ft - Suitable for swimming and

snorkelling but NOT suitable for sub-

aqua diving 

Size : 41mm diameter 

Description

 

Ref : TA A07.111/STBP02 - Price : 2750.00 USD 

BLACK EDITION The Submarine Collection is the revival of the first
advertised waterproof watch of Tavannes Watch Co. During WWI, the

Tavannes Watch Co was approached by two British submarine
commanders to consider the construction of a watch suitable for work
on submarine decks awash in water. This watch was supposed to be

water-tight, non-magnetic, and the balance wheel had to be of a
material which shows a minimum of expansion and contraction with
variations in temperature. The face had to be legible at all times. In

1917 was born the first waterproof wrist watch made by the Tavannes
Watch Company. The collection is based on swiss automatic movements,

with minimum of 10ATM water resistance.
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The Submarine Collection is the revival of the first advertised waterproof watch of Tavannes Watch Co.

During WWI, the Tavannes Watch Co was approached by two British submarine commanders to consider the construction of a watch suitable for work on submarine decks awash in water. This watch was supposed to be water-tight, non-magnetic, and the balance wheel had to be of a material which shows a minimum of expansion and contraction with variations in temperature. The face had to be legible at all times.
In 1917 was born the first waterproof wrist watch made by the Tavannes Watch Company.

The collection is based on swiss automatic movements, with minimum of 10ATM water resistance.


